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The New Standard of Care
Covid-19 quickly transformed telemedicine from a nice to have benefit to the New Standard of Care in

America.

CDC states: Telemedicine changes the way that health care is delivered... Telemedicine will reduce

staff exposure to ill persons, reduce ill persons exposure to other ill persons, preserve much needed

PPE (personal protective equipment) and minimize the impact of patient surges on facilities.

Telehealth services help provide necessary care to patients while minimizing the transmission risk of 

COVID-19 to healthcare personnel (HCP) and patients.

"While telehealth technology and its use are not new, widespread adoption among HCP and patients

beyond simple telephone correspondence has been relatively slow.  Before the COVID-19 pandemic,

trends show some increased interest in use of telehealth services by both HCP and patients. However,

recent policy changes during the COVID-19 pandemic have reduced barriers to telehealth access and

have promoted the use of telehealth as a way to deliver acute, chronic, primary and specialty

care.  Telehealth can also improve patient health outcomes."

This pandemic has increased the share of Americans that have participated in telehealth from 11% in

2019 to 46% today, with healthcare systems reporting a 50 to 175-fold increase in telehealth volume. 

What does this mean?  That almost everyone now knows what Telemedicine is, but may not know its

available to an individual consumer or even how to get a Telemedicine plan.

The window of opportunity for explosive growth at Health Alliance Network has never been greater.

Our recent survey shows that over 87% of respondents said they would prefer to make a Telemedicine

Visit -vs- an in person Doctor Office Visit.  Most now understand there is a health risk when making an

in person visit and of course the inconvenience of making an appointment then driving to a doctor

office visit. "ain't nobody got time for that"

Health Alliance Network Telemedicine Service is the new New Standard of Care  for healthcare in

America.

Take Action Now, follow up with those that have showed interest in our product or our Agency Plan. 

There is no greater opportunity for personal growth and change than now. This is an unprecedented

window of opportunity to pair your passion with a purpose.

We have done all the heavy lifting. You simply build the relationship and we do the rest. You are in

business for yourself, but not by yourself. We let you do what you do best... build relationships.

• No License Needed

• Operate in all 50 states

• Work from Anywhere

• We do all the collecting and pay you the monthly residuals

• Most powerful way of earning money. Residuals that can pay you monthly for the life of the customer

• Ability to build your own team and a residual income that you can retire on

• Less overhead, no liability and no employees

• Complete control over your time, income and destiny

We handle the software, we handle the collections, we handle the bookkeeping, we handle the

compliance, we provide the products, we provide the Agent website, we provide the support team, we

provide a nationwide network of doctors and licensed professional counsellors.  We provide the genius

behind this business model and you build the relationships that you can thrive on.

Pause just for a moment.... and think about what you have in the palm of your hand.  You have access

to and can provide others access to an army of U.S. Board Certified Physicians.  It's like having a

beach house you can share with everyone (for a nominal fee of course).  That should make you the

most popular kid on the block.    <If you don't see any text before this line, left click your mouse while

dragging your mouse across the area.

This is for those who agree that helping others and earning along the way is a great way to pair your

passion with a purpose.

Steve Utley, CEO/CFO

Health Alliance Network, LLC

"anyone can recognize an opportunity, the difference is acting on an opportunity"
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